
The visit to the tv studio.

On Monday, 13th January, a Comenius group including me and a few other people
went to Szczecin TV. We gathered at 10 in the morning. When we finally got there, we went
to the coatroom where a lovely woman was waiting for us to guide us around the TV studio.
First,  she  showed us  a  small  room,  where  the  weather  forecast  is  recorded.  We were
informed that quite a lot of lights are needed to film that. We heard that it is usually live-
reported. She told us how many and what quality cameras they use to film a few invited
guests. We also learned how you can apply different backgrounds during filming. Then, we
went to the big studio, where they shoot for example " Cooking with Chef" where there are
several  chefs invited from Szczecin’s  reputable restaurants.  The place is  also created for
ordinary people like me, or you. It is a place where people are invited and they have an
opportunity to show their talents, work, etc. It is a great chance for people who love to show
up on television. We learned how the presenter can use small  cribs if  necessary, and a
special slide projector. We went to the room with multiple computers and TV sets , where, as
we learned, all recorded movies were edited. It was the end of our journey. At the end our
"journalists"  did  a  short  interview with  a  lady  who  was  our  guide.  This  tour  was  very
rewarding,  I  was so  interested how it  all  takes place in  the real  world.  One thing that
disappointed me was too short time, it was meant to last more than an hour and took about
30 minutes. Anyway, everyone seemed to be very happy with the tours of the studio.


